Józef-Piłsudski Stadium
( C r a c o w, P o l a n d )
Józef-Piłsudski Stadium in Cracow, Poland's second largest city with 750,000
inhabitants, was constructed between 1911 and 1912. It is the home of KS
Cracovia, Poland's oldest football club. Founded in 1906, KS Cracovia was
one of the first Polish football clubs and is the oldest existing club established in
the contemporary Polish state. The club's nickname "Pasy" means stripes and
refers to the uniform's red and white stripes. Cracovia plays currently in the first
division of Polish football, the so-called Exstraklasa, and has been the Polish
champions five times in its history.
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Solution for
people access:
Installation
date

2010

Operator

Cracovia Football
Club

Points of sale

10 terminals

Accreditation

WWTS

Gates

34 and 2 VIP
systems

Software

Handshake.Logic

Data media

Barcode, RFID
tickets

Fan identification

Integoo

In 2009, extensive renovations were made and Józef-Piłsudski
Stadium was rebuilt entirely. It now has a roof and has earned three
stars from UEFA, which makes it eligible for national team matches
and other important games, including European Cup matches.
Józef-Piłsudski Stadium, named after a Polish general and politician,
has a capacity of 15,114 spectators.
The second largest club in Cracow has decided on SKIDATA: A total
of 36 gates were provided (Vario.Gate and Arena.Gate systems)
along with Handshake.Logic technology. In addition, as system
integrator, SKIDATA sold the accreditation system. It will be the first
stadium in Poland to install WWTS ticketing and fan identification
technology, in order to meet the requirements of the "Karta Kibica"
fan card. SKIDATA also fully integrated the fan identification system
from the technology provider Integoo. The installation itself was
carried out by DG Park, SKIDATA's Polish partner, together with
Comarch. The first match was held on September 13, 2010.

Special features
• SKIDATA provided access and software, as well as integrating
the accreditation system according to Polish guidelines for fan
identification.
• Partnered with multiple local providers for project, installation
carried out by SKIDATA's Polish partner, DG Park.
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